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THE BOTTLENECK PROBLEM
Gathering more information from the environment improves chances of survival. In the
Precambrian era, appearance of the Pax6 gene for structures sensitive to light started a sensory "arms
race" (Lacalli, 2004). This was a primary impetus for larger nervous systems.
As in any race, timeliness is essential. Neural conduction speed depends on axon diameter. More
information can not be transmitted within limited space simply by using finer nerve fibers. Therefore,
adding more sensors led to 3 bottlenecks that had to be solved before the additional information could
be used:
1) INPUT: The number of connections to a processor is limited by its surface area, which must be
smaller than the surface of the rest of the animal. If every
receptor in our skin or retinas had it own nerve
fiber into the brain, the sensory pathways in our spinal cord and optic nerves would be thick as our arms.
There would be little room for neurons to process the information.
2) INTRA-PROCESSOR: More neurons are needed to process more information. As processors get
larger, exchanging information between processor regions encounters a 2nd bottleneck: Room inside
a region increases with its linear dimensions cubed, but the surface availabe for connections only increases
with the dimensions squared.
3) OUTPUT: Effective use of additional information tends to require greater control of behavior which
in turnrequires more outputs from the processor. This leads to a third bottleneck - the reverse of the input
bottleneck.
All three bottlenecks amount to the same problem: How to quickly send more information along
a limited number of connections? Evolution of more adaptive animals was stalled until this problem
was solved.
BACKGROUND
INPUT BOTTLENECK
According to folk wisdom, rabbits can run through brambles that would shred a fox stupid enough
to pursue (Harris, 1955). Exquisite tactile acuity and rapid reactions enable them to dodge the thorns.
These abilities require many receptors and large nerve fibers to rapidly convey lots of information.
The input bottleneck was quantitatively observed when Weddel, et al. (1955) counted 2,000 hair
receptors per cm2 of rabbit ear. At that rate, tactile inputs alone would fill the brain if every hair had its
own neural pathway. See FIG. 1. Indeed, they found only some 6,500 dendrites entering the ear. But
how could so few dendrites carry enough acuity information to justify over 100,000 hairs?
An answer was suggested by their finding that each hair was innervated by 4 distinct neurons.
Somehow the combination of convergent and divergent pathways enables sensing which hair gets
stimulated.

Figure 1. Upper: Parallel connections from each hair-cell receptor to the brain would leave little room for
anything else. Middle: Convergent branching of neural connections has many hair-cells connected to a
single afferent dendrite. Lower: Divergent branching has each receptor connected to several afferent
dendrites and eventually to several cortical neurons.

A bottleneck also exists in the human visual system where 100 million photoreceptors connect to
the brain by 1.2 million optic nerve fibers. It is now recognized that convergent-divergent organizations
generally characterise sensory systems, eg. (Guyton, 1991; Rosenzweig, et al. (2005); Uttal, 1973). See
FIG. 2. Yet, no one has previously explained how such systems can conserve the location of many
inputs across a few pathways.

Figure 2. Diagram of the general concept of a convergent-divergent neural system. Inputs from many
(eg. 16) sensors are processed by some type of convergent encoding network and sent along only a
fractional number (eg. 4) of pathways to a central processor where divergent decoding ensures that the
input to any sensor is received by a corresponding unit.

INTRA-PROCESSOR BOTTLENECK
Aspects of this bottleneck are implicit in numerous discussions of brain organization in terms of the
constraints imposed by the need for short pathways between regions to optimize processing speed and
the constraints of limited space, eg. (Karbowski, 2003; Laughlin & Sejnowski, 2003; Murre & Sturdy, 1995;
Ringo, et al., 1994; Wen & Chklovskii, 2005). Analysis of spatial information patterns into Fourier or
Gabor components for transmission offers potential pathway economy, eg. Coren, et al. (1999). Yet the
role of a convergent-divergent organization to send information with large but fewer fibers to save space
seems not to have been developed.
OUTPUT BOTTLENECK
Only some 34,000 of the million or so fibers in each cortico-spinal tract are the large, fast
conducting axons of Betz cells in the motor cortex (Guyton, 1991). Considering the tens of thousand of
muscle units that can be directly and precisely controlled by the motor cortex, part of the output bottleneck
is evident in the branching of alpha motor neurons after leaving the spinal cord. However, only Prescott
(2007) seems to have mentioned space constraints with regards to controlling the motor system.
SOLUTION
Certain convergent-divergent neural networks provide inherently simple solutions to bottleneck
problems. Only neural branching is used. Neither feedback nor tags are needed to conserve input
location and magnitude. The principles are introduced for a linear array of inputs and outputs. A
spreadsheet program demonstrates a cascaded network for surface arrays.

Figure 3. Schematic of a convergent-divergent neural network. A signal to any of a linear set of inputs,
B to I, is sent along half as many connecting links, BC to HI, to outputs B’ to I’. Each unit is connected
to the next by either one or two lines. The response of any unit is simply the sum of the received inputs.
A winner-take-all comparison net at the output ensures that only the unit with the strongest response
releases its message. Inserting two additional convergent and divergent layers of the same design can
achieve an 8-to-1 convergence and still deliver the input signal to a corresponding output.

LINEAR ARRAYS
The basic solution is an asymmetrically bifurcated branching pattern from the inputs to the
connecting pathways, which is mirrored at the output. Each input sends two branches (or single "branch"
with a weight of "2") to its nearest connecting pathways and a single branch to the next-nearest pathway.
Each output unit receives two branches from its nearest pathway and a single branch from its next nearest
pathway. THAT'S ALL THERE IS TO IT. See FIG. 3. There are half as many connecting pathways as
there are inputs and outputs. The output with the maximum value corresponds to the location of the input.
The operation is analog in that this maximum is proportional to the magnitude of the input. Lateral
inhibition and a correction factor at the output can make the output equal to the input.
This array can be cascaded 3X to achieve an 8-to-1 convergence as shown in FIG. 4. Additional
cascades develop localization errors. There seems to be no way around this limit, but this remains to be
proved.
SURFACE ARRAYS
FIG. 5 shows a 3-dimensional, neural network that conveys a 2-dimensional array of inputs with
a 4-to-1 convergence modelled across 5 spreadsheet pages. Lateral inhibition in the output page
achieves a "winner-take-all" effect to identify the maxima. This array can be cascaded to achieve the 16to-1 convergence. It can be demonstrated on an ordinary spreadsheet program. More cascades can not
conserve input location. See Nilsson (2007) for details.
IMPLICATIONS
BIOLOGICAL
The 16-to-1 convergence obtainable simply by neural branching is similar to the estimated 20-to-1
convergence in the rabbit ear (Weddell, et al., 1955). Such savings in pathway size can also apply to
intracortical tracts given the neural branching evident at each end (Bullier, 2004). This would "free-up"
pathway feedback for modifying and reinforcing information rather than conserving location accuracy.
Convergent-divergent systems present a problem not present in parallel systems. A single input
produces a distribution of outputs that vary in magnitude. In the above models, a layer of comparison
calculations was added at the output layer to emit only the maximal output, which corresponds to the
input. Neural network implementation of such calculations use lateral inhibition to achieve a "winner-takeall" effect (Maass, 2000). The resulting single output system would facilitate the reflex-arc learning of
classical conditioning models such as those proposed by Sherrington, Pavlov, and Hebb (Hebb, 1949).
Thus convergent-divergent sensory transmission may have provided the impetus for developing
information comparison networks.
The combination of multiple interconnected information pathways with inhibitory comparison
processing is similar to networks proposed by Pribram (1991) to achieve holographic information
processing which shares many properties associated with consciousness. With memory such circuits
can produce recognition systems (Deutsch, 1967; Eich, 1985; McLeod, Plunkett & Rolls, 1998).
Might the convergent-divergent organization of the visual system have been the basis for evolving
more complex information processing? Vertebrates are unique in having a visual system that is part of
their central nervous system. In the mammalian embryo the forebrain develops from the visual system.
Technological Possibilities
Wire, optical fibers, beams, or pipes are information transmission media that are readily branched.
Multiplexing by branching directly in these media may especially benefit operations that must continuously
adapt to changing conditions. A patent is pending. Some specific possibilities include:
1. Like animal sensory systems, microcomputing circuits encounter bottlenecks whenever
information has to be passed from one component to the next. Temporal multiplexing is presently used
to overcome such bottlenecks. Adding spatial multiplexing could enable computing components to handle
more information.
.

Figure 4. A triple convergent-divergent network that achieves an 8-to-convergence. Numbers indicate
the response sum for that unit. Note that the output with the largest response, 357, corresponds to the
input which received the signal “1".

Figure 5. A basic 3-dimensional convergent-divergent neural network for a sheet of inputs and outputs
with a 4-to-1 convergence. An input at G8 on page produces a maximum output a G8 on page 5. All
calculations are done on pages 2 and 4. An comparison network after Page 5 is omitted.

2. Temporal multiplexing incurs a penalty of reducing operating speed by the multiplexing factor.
Spatial multiplexing operates immediately and does not take time additional time to first partition and
afterwards reassemble the message.
3. Spatial multiplexing can handle analog information directly. The relative strength of the output
is proportional to that of the input. While temporal multiplexing can in principle also handle analog signals,
switching introduces transients which distort analog signals.
4. The analog ability of spatial multiplexing would, in principle, enable it to directly operate on nonelectronic information (optical, acoustic, pneumatic, hydraulic) such as to transmit hydraulic operations
to a multitude of actuators along a few hydraulic lines.
Spatial Resolution
The major drawback to saving transmission paths by branching is the difficulty in handling more
than one input simultaneously without unacceptable loss of spatial acuity. Yet this problem has been
resolved in vertebrate sensory systems. The clue may lie in the variable diameter and thus variable
conduction speeds of vertebrate pathways. Consequently no two events ever get completely transmitted
simultaneously. Since their spatial multiplexing systems transmit information continuously, they need not
lack spatial acuity after all.
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